
Saljol  
Indoor Rollator
Stable helper  
for your living area

Replaces
toilet 
handhold

Fits 
through 
narrow 
spaces

Enables 
tripping 
while 
sitting

Convenient wooden seat
move around the flat while 
sitting and save energy

Move safely in the home
invisible brake cables 
enable driving without 
getting caught on  
furniture or door handles

Stable handrail
lean on it safely without  
the rollator tipping over

Narrow design
easy to manoeuvre in tight 
spaces, also fits through 
narrow door frames

360° rotatable wheels
turn on the spot, even in 
confined spaces, such as 
the guest toilet

Highlights
Innovative braking system 
rollator offers two braking 
options: 
one- or two-handed at any 
position of the brake bar or 
two-handed with the brake 
handles



Frame colour

Indoor Rollator WR52 WR55 WR58 WRXL

Recommended for body height 145-165 cm 150-180 cm 170-200 cm 170-210 cm

Maximum user weight 150 kg 150 kg 150 kg 200 kg

Handle height 80 cm 86 cm 92 cm 95 cm

Seat height 52 cm 55 cm 58 cm 58 cm

Width at the bottom (wheel) 56 cm 56 cm 56 cm 68 cm

Width at the top 51 cm 51 cm 51 cm 65 cm

Distance between handles 43 cm 43 cm 43 cm 60 cm

Weight Velvet Grey/Ivory White  
without accessories 10.4 kg 10.8 kg 11.2 kg 13.4 kg

Weight Diamond Siver without accessories 9.3 kg 9.5 kg 9.7 kg

Compatible with accessories   

Technical data

Accessories

Back roll

Tray Jost bags

CabinetUpholstered seat
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Products may differ from illustrations 01/2024

Jost bags available in leatherette beige,
transparent or felt grey

WRXL indoor rollator 
available in Velvet Grey

Also available in 
Ivory White on request 

All models have a  
removable brake bar  

in the respective  
frame colour.

The Indoor Rollator in 
Diamond Silver is made 

of electro-polished 
stainless steel and is 
also supplied with a  

soft seat and  
back cushion. Diamond SilverIvory White Velvet Grey


